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Faceting Colored Stones  
 
The sight of a faceting machine may initially appear intimidating, and 
the first glance of a faceting diagram has many people saying: "I can't 
do this, I'm not good at math".  Well, rest assured that it is not as 
intimidating or as difficult as it appears.  If you are able to read and 
follow directions and if you can practice a slight bit of patience, you 
can learn to facet.  All of the math has already been done for you 
and the machine you will be using has the dials and gauges that 
correspond to the instructions on the faceting diagram which will allow you to easily finish your 
first stone.    
 
 

Somehow the mention of gem cutting often conjures up an image of 
someone examining a stone with intense scrutiny, then nervously 
approaching it with a mallet  in one hand and a cleaver in the other to tap 
that one blow to the stone that will start the creation of a masterpiece, or 
shatter the stone into fragments instantly. This may be how some diamond 
cutters get started, but it is not how you will learn the craft. 

 
Faceting means fashioning the surface of a gemstone in a design of small faces (or "facets"). 
Usually, these facets are polished, but in some cuts certain facets are left "frosted" to create 
special effects. Facets are flat surfaces. Another style of gemstone cutting produces a rounded 
surface or cabochon. Faceting is the term applied to cutting facets on colored stones, but when 
referring to the same process on diamonds the term used is cutting or fashioning.   The 
equipment used for cutting or faceting is the same whether cutting diamonds or colored 
stones.  But there is a lot more technique involved in cutting diamonds than in cutting colored 
stones, and because of this it takes, on average,  up to 30 times longer to cut a diamond than it 
takes to cut a colored stone. 
 
Terms like precious or semi-precious are antiquated and ambiguous 
terminology that is no longer used in gemology.  For example there 
are many types of gem stone varieties that are far more rare and far 
more valuable than diamonds.  So gemologists have chosen to 
classify gem stones as either colored stone (regardless whether they 
have color or not) and diamonds (regardless of whether they have 
color or not).   
 
Our club does not cut diamonds.  We only cut colored stones, and 
for preservation of the laps we do not allow our equipment to be 
used to cut anything harder than quartz which is 7 on the Mohs scratch hardness scale.  If you 
want to cut anything harder than quartz you will need to provide your own cutting and 
polishing laps. 
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Intro to Faceting 
 
Most of this will be somewhat difficult to visualize without actually having a machine to 
practice on.  But it becomes very easy to understand when you have the equipment in front of 
you and you can see how it works. 
  
Gemstone Facet Terminology 

 
      T = Table                     C = Crown 
      1 = Crown Star Facet              G = Girdle 
      2 = Crown Main Facet              P = Pavilion 
      3 = Crown Break Facet 
      4 = Girdle Facet 
    5 = Pavilion Break Facet.  
     6 = Pavilion Main Facet    

 
 
The Faceting Process 
 
Let's say we have chosen an almost round piece of amethyst, and want to cut a "standard 
round brilliant" stone from it.  
1.  Many faceters will preform the rough stone into approximately the shape of the desired 

final piece. This can be done by hand before doping or can be done with the facet machine 
after doping.  

2. Using a coarse lap (80 to 360 grit) on the machine, cut the  first pavilion facets at the angle 
you have chosen for the material. This is usually 43 degrees for quartz (of which amethyst is 
the violet variety). Cut these all to the same depth so they all come to a point at the center 
of the stone, also known as the "culet". Then progress through the different grits (600, 
1200, 3000 and finally polish), before going on to the next set of facets.   

3. Then set the angle for 90 degrees, and cut the girdle facets to establish the size and outline 
of the stone.  Progress through the various grits till you have polished the girdle facets. 

4. Reset the angle to 41 degrees (for quartz) and using the coarse lap cut these facets till the 
facets touch the girdle.  They will also cut through the original culet and come to a new 
point at the center of the stone, establishing a new culet.  Proceed through the various grits 
till you have polished these facets.  

http://www.gemcutter.com/getstart.htm#dops
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5. Transfer the stone to another dop to expose the crown for cutting. Once the stone is back in 

the machine, adjust the stone's rotational alignment. (All machines have some provision for 
this, but it is different on each of them.)  

6. Cut the first set of facets on the crown at 42 degrees or whatever the design calls for.  Make 
sure that you leave a reasonably thick girdle (approximately 3% to 5% the width of the 
stone). Proceed through the various grits till this tier of facets is polished.    

7. Set your angle to 36 degrees, or whatever the design calls for and cut the next set of facets. 
These facets will start coming in at the center of the stone and will 
work their way toward the girdle.  Stop as they touch the girdle 
and proceed through the various grits till you have polished this 
tier of facets.  

8. Reset the angle to 25 degrees or whatever the design calls for and 
cut these facets till they touch the point created by the 
intersection of the first two facets, well before the girdle.  Proceed 
through the grits to polish 

9. Remove the doped stone and install the 45 degree table adaptor 
in the quill.  Set your angle for 45 degrees and put the dop with the stone on it into the 
table adaptor so that the stone is down.  Raise the faceting head so that the stone barely 
touches the lap and begin grinding the table in.  The table facet should just barely touch the 
point created by the second and third factets.  Progress through to polish. 

10. Remove the doped stone from the machine, remove the stone from the dop and 
congratulate yourself, you have creates a treasure. 

 

Facet Machine 
 
Every facet machine will have a provision for setting the angle of the stone relative to the lap  

            surface (usually accurate to 1/10 of a degree). Then, they will have a provision for rotating the 
stone around that axis: an "index gear" is used for that purpose.  It will rotate the stone and 
have evenly spaced and numbered notches (96 is most common: one notch = 1/96th of a 
complete rotation.)  So you can rotate the stone in precise and repeatable increments. There is 
also another mechanism, called a "cheater" or rotational micro adjuster, which will also rotate 
the stone around the axis in much finer adjustments - especially helpful when polishing. The 
mechanism that provides these adjustments and that hold the dop is called the faceting head.  

 
 Next, there will be a means of raising and lowering the faceting head relative to the lap: this is 

either a mast or a platform. 
  

Facet machines also have lap lubricating system, usually a water driptank with a spout, to drip 
water on the lap.  The water does two things.  First, it absorbs the heat from friction between 
the stone and the lap, and second it aids in the removal of the small particles that the lap grinds 
off of the stone, keeping the lap clean and sharp.   We use tap water and add a drop of liquid 
dishwashing liquid to the water to help break up the surface tension of the water.  

http://www.gemcutter.com/getstart.htm#block
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Most machines also have a lamp attached.  This helps to provide the needed illumination so 
you can see where you are cutting.   
 
Most machines have a variable speed control for the speed of lap rotation, and some have a 
switch to reverse the rotation direction of the lap.  
 
Laps 
 
These are flat discs, either 6" or 8" in diameter, which have an abrasive, usually diamond, on 
the upper flat surface. These are usually mounted horizontally (i.e.- parallel to the floor). The 
grit size of the abrasives will determine what the lap will be used for:  
 
       80 – 180  Ex-Coarse: Fast Removal of Material, Preforming 
       260 – 360  Coarse: Preforming, Initial Shaping 
       600                 Medium: For bringing meet points closer together 
      1200   Fine: For bringing all of the meet points together 
      3000 -14,000 Pre-Polish: For smoothing facets to prepare them for polish 
      50,000-200,000 Polish 

 
One way to describe grit size is particles per inch.  
 
Different Types of Laps are made for different purposes. Coarse, medium, fine and pre-polish 
laps come in a variety of designs, sintered laps, solid steel laps, electroplated aluminum 
standard laps, toppers, channeled laps that are said to help wash away the cutting debris 
(swarf), Resin Bonded Laps that leave a smoother finish. All of these laps use diamond 
abrasives.  
 
Polishing Laps and Polishes 
 
There are a variety of different types of polishing laps and polishing 
media.  Traditional polishing utilizes very fine diamond grit (50,000 - 
100,000 -200,000) which works for polishing most materials.  But oxide 
laps (aluminum oxide, cerium oxide, chromium oxide, tin oxide and 
zirconium oxide) quite often do a better and quicker job of polishing on 
many gem materials. 
 
Traditionally, polishing involved charging (impregnating) a tin, lead or copper lap with diamond 
or an oxide.   Once these laps have been charged, they cannot be cleaned off and recharged 
with a different media.  The charging process is complex and takes considerable time to learn 
and to perfect, so it will not be taught in this club.   
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Today there are dozens of different polishing laps available that are already charged with 
polishing media and there are also several polishing laps that can be charged, then cleaned and 
recharged with a different media.  For the beginner we will be using Ultra Laps, which are 
inexpensive and come already charged with everything from diamond to all of the oxides.  As 
you improve your faceting skills, you will be introduced to other polishing media. 
 
Cleaning Laps is done to keep them cutting at a reasonable speed. Rust and corrosion are often 
mentioned in discussions of lap care. We spin dry the laps after use. Never leave them on the 
machine while wet or damp!  
 
Dops and Dop Wax 
 
Dops look generally like a section of a round pencil, about 1/4 inch in diameter and 3 to 4 
inches long, but made of brass or aluminum. On one end is where you will attach the stone to 
be cut, and the other end is inserted into the quill of the faceting head so that the center axis of 
the dop becomes aligned as the (vertical) center axis of the stone to be cut. A Keyed dop is 
merely a dop which has some provision for positioning it in the machine in the same alignment 
position every time.   
 
Dops typically come with one of three ends: flat, cone (for the pavilion of round stones, looks 
like an ice-cream cone), and "V" (to hold a rectangle cut stone pavilion).  
Dop Wax is a mixture of shellac and different colors of fine clay.  The wax melts with heat, then 
hardens as it cools into a fairly dependable, and easy-to-use adhesive for faceting. It comes in 
different colors, with different melting temperatures; most of which will do for a wide variety of 
stones.  
      
     common green dop waxes ..... melts at about 135 to 150 degrees, used primarily for 
cabbing. 
     brown dop wax ..... melts at about 145 degrees 
     red dop wax ..... melts at around 165 degrees 
     black waxes ..... melts at up to 176 degrees.  
 

Brown, red and black dop waxes are most commonly used for faceting.  This heat difference matters 
if you are cutting stones which generate a lot of heat, especially in polishing (i.e.- sapphires).  If 
the wax gets too warm, the stone can come of the dop stick.  
 
Transfer Jig 
 
Once you have cut and polished either the "top" (crown) or "bottom" (pavilion) of a stone, you 
have to transfer the stone to another dop so you can cut and polish the other side of the stone. 
Most manufacturers provide a transfer jig that is intended for use with their machines. 
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Rough 
 
An uncut stone is referred to as rough. There are many sources for stones to cut: your back 
yard or the nearby creek bead or cow pasture, rock and gem shows, gem dealers, mail-order 
dealers listed in magazines, internet sites and a host of other possibilities. You will be able to 
purchase your first stone to cut from your instructor, if you have not found one from another 
source. But remember that club rules prevent using club laps to cut anything harder than 
Quartz, which is 7 on the Mohs scratch hardness scale.  
 
Instruction 
 
If you decide to be trained at The Gem & Mineral Society, you will have five workshops with a 
qualified instructor. The Society charges $5.00 for each of the workshops. After the initial five 
workshops you will be able to facet gems on your own using The Society’s equipment. One of 
the great points about this hobby is that you can learn as much as you want. Some people have 
a wonderful time faceting without giving a second thought to mineralogy or crystal structure; 
others want to know all about everything that influences the light path... suit yourself. You 
don't have to know all of that stuff to cut beautiful gems.  
 
Time Required 
 
Count on your first stone taking 15 hours or more.  This is where you learn where everything is 
and what to do with all of it. After that, it will go faster- how fast is up to how much practice 
you get, what you are cutting, the size of your stone, the complexity of the cut and how 
accurate you want to be.  A commercial cutter has to be able to complete a stone in 3 to 5 
hours if they want to make a living at it.  But a hobbyist may take 3 to 5 days or longer to 
complete a stone because they want it to be perfect or because they are doing a much more 
complex stone than you will find in a piece of commercial jewelry.  


